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About
TComputer networking classes combine lectures and hands-on practice to provide skills in 
computer network system configuration. Courses may include discussions, lectures and 
projects that deal with basic networking principles and current developments in the field. A 
computer network is defined as interconnected collection of autonomous computers. 
Computer are said to be interconnected, if they able to exchange information. Connection is 
physically established through cables, lasers, microwaves, fiber optics and communication 
satellite. It is telecommunications network which allows the exchange of data. Here the 
computers are linked and the linked computers can share the data. Computer networks differ 
in the transmission media used to carry their signals, the communications protocols to 
organize network traffic, the network's size, topology and organizational intent. In most cases, 
communications protocols are layered on (i.e. work using) other more specific or more 
general communications protocols, except for the physical layer that directly deals with the 
transmission media.
Computers and modern technology are taking up a lot of teens' time. While there are some 
perks to technology, there are also some negative things associated with it. As a result, 
incidents like cyber crime and online fraud appear in the society.
Cyber Etiquette means Manners applied to the Internet and the use of technology in everyday 
situations. Therefore it is necessary to know about Cyber Security measures and Information 
Technology Law Rules for Cyber Etiquette.

Understand networking fundamentals
Understand network services and transmission media
Understand network software and hardware
To secure your network and test the security of your surrounding area
To understand network security techniques

Course Objective 

Trainee will learn
Performance analysis and measurement
Examining protocol mechanisms
Network control, sequencing and simulation
Advanced network architecture
Implement Network security solution
Continue a lifelong professional development in computer Networking.
Cyber laws, cyber security and other legal issues in digital world.



1. Course Code                         : MPCED 105
2. Course Name                       : “Certificate in Computer Networking & Cyber Etiquette"
3. Duration of Course          : 90 hours (45 Days) #Duration of Each class is 2 hours
4. Minimum Eligibility        : 12th Class/Graduate/PG (Pursuing & Pass out)/Professionals
5. Course fee                             : 6650/- (including Registration fee & Exam Fee) + 18% (GST)
6. Course Contents               : 
 
1.      Introduction
2.      Basic networking concepts
3.      Introduction to various networking devices, Topologies & Protocols
4.      Network basic and configuration
5.      Introduction to servers and network security
6.      Cyber Etiquette's
7.      Cyber Crime
8.      Cyber Laws
9.      Practical

Course Details

REMARK – FOR DETAILED COURSE CONTENT VISIT OUR NEAREST STUDY 

CENTER.

Job Oppourtinies
One of the largest categories for IT certifications, and thus IT careers, has to be networking. If 
you're just starting a career in networking, we recommend that you pursue one or more 
certifications. These credentials expose you to many different but highly valuable networking 
technologies and products and will be helpful in finding a networking job.
·         Network Technician.
·         Network Administrator.
·         Network Analyst.
·         Network Manager.
·         Network Engineer.
·         Network Solutions Architect.
·         Network Security Specialist.
·         Cloud Networking Architect.
·         Networking Research and Development Specialist.
·         Wireless Networking QA Engineer.
·         Wireless Infrastructure and Mobility Specialist.
·         Mobility Solutions Architect.
·         VoIP Engineer.


